3/12  Mon
Chapter 10
New Vocabulary

Homework:
-- Do Verb Conjugation sheet (Chapter 10)
-- Write a skit draft with your partner (due 3/16 Friday)
-- Memorize the words on Textbook pp.316-319
-- Read Textbook pp.323-326 (LANGUAGE I)

3/13  Tue
Counting people, using 人; Counting age, using さい; Expressing the order within a family, using 番（目）

Homework:
-- Memorize the words on Textbook pp.316-319
-- Read Textbook pp.328-329 (LANGUAGE II)

3/14  Wed
Counting people, using 人; Counting age, using さい; Expressing the order within a family, using 番（目）

Homework:
-- Do Workbook pp.93-95 (I)
-- Practice Chapter 9 dialogue (pp.282-283) with your partner to present it tomorrow

3/15  Th  Dialogue Presentation (Chapter 9)

Homework:
-- Do Workbook pp.188-189 (ききょうずはなししょうず) in LRC
-- Prepare yourself for Kanji Quiz (Chapter 9) tomorrow
-- Skit draft is due tomorrow

3/16  Fri  Kanji Quiz (Chapter 9)
Drill Session

3/19~3/23 Mon~Fri  Mid-semester break
Homework during Mid-semester break: -- Go over what has been covered so far
-- Read Textbook pp.328-329 (LANGUAGE II)
-- Prepare yourself for Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 10) on 3/26 Monday.

Next week:
3/26  Mon  Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 10)
3/30  Fri  Chapter Exam #3 (Chapter 9)